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ABSTRACT t
Educational reotearch and development (educational

R&D), more recently called educational .knowledge production and
utilization, has beccme a prominent feature of the educational scene
with many of its salient dharacteristics having taken shape,during
the last ten years. The federal role in educational R&D began in 1867
with the formation of the National Department of Education. The
passage of the Cooperative Research Act of 1954, the National Defense
Education Act of 1958, and the creation of the National Institute of
Education in 1972 expressed federal 'concern for stepping up efforts
to improve the educational system. Although funds have decreased '

during the-last decade, educational R&D laboratories and centers have
prospered. One benefit gained recently from educaticnal R&D is that
'the mcnolithic structure of the school system is giving way to a .'

greater recognintion of differences among individuals. In general;
the effects of educational R&D upon educational practice have been
disappointing because-the effort has been too small,-the trained
researchers too few, and the resources too imited. An 11-point
agenda for educational R&D during the next decade includes: (1)

building a'constituency;,-(2) broadening the collegial base; (3)

strengthening all parts of the educational R&D enterprise; (4)
recognizing that education is a total .system; (5) shifting emphasis
from correlational studies and single-variable experimental studies
to more complex experimental `studies, interventions, and clinical
analyses; (64 making more modest claims; (7) building a better,
national eddcationl R&D agenda; (8) 'effectively advancing the '

interdisciplinary claims of eddcational R&D; (9) strengthening
university participation in educational R&D; (10)indreasing
attention to cost/benefit consideration; (11) reestablishing the-
upward trend of expenditures for educational R&D. (SK)
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`Introductory Statement.

\,

The missiOn.tof th- Stanford Centel- for Research arid- -

6evelopment in Teaching s to improveteaching in American ,-
schools. Cllirrent'major o erations include three research and
development,programSTeac 'ing EffectiVeness, The Environment
for Teaching, and,Teaching nd Lingulstic Pluralism- -and two
programs combining research .nd technical assistance,.the,
Stanford Urban/Rural.Leadership Training' Institute and the
Hoover/Stanfo'rkTeacher Corps Project. The ERIC cflearing-
house on Information Resources 'is also, apart of tlie.Center.
A program o-eploratory and -lated Studies provides for
smaller studies not past of the major programs.

This paper reflects a decade o experience by its author,
who served as director of the tente from1965 through 1576.
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EDUCATIONAL RESEARCR AND"-DEVELOPMENT: THE NEXT DECADE

RO'bert;'N.' bush , '

i 7
..1

.. .. i,, e.'

Educational research and .development .elopment has become a
,

prominent feature of the educational scene- today, with'Many
7 .., ,,

o.f.4ts.sal,ient, characteriStigs having taken .Shape during the
,

Jast.ten. years, , It,has been my-good fortune
,

to play some,
.

' part_ in this shapingi7 Taking advantage of that experience,,

I wish to Conider,what educational R&D'may become in thy'
. ,

,.4. ''future'ik it Will learn froM.th,e. lessons .ccf,thelast decade
, , 4

,

;".
of.experience. .

,-
--

4

., :.

The outline is as folloWs; first,a:lefinition of .

educational R&D; second, a warning abbUt-my t)iaseS--..-I prefer
-- .

, ,

to call them r(17, "thoughful assumptiops"; third,-some history--

going.back as. far.-as 100 years but' mostly, -covering the -last
, .

ten years duririg'which educational ROD'hais:becomea more,- , , t

active force; finallispe6plation aboUt-the'lfuture, not so
. .

much by way of pfedicton, but -more iri' 'the natdre-;,,of the
.-.. . . .

. ,

lessons we have leahled that may hrlp;us iento.the'next
,.. Q

*. dedade.:. 7 .

1 .'

'7f

efinition ,,
, - . ,

,

What do ,I. mean when :I Sase the.words "'educational research
,

. , -
and development teducati!onai R&D)"--words that have becdme

t *

such a prominent part of the current educational landscape ?, -

-

A new set of words,"Meani:ng almost the same, is now coming .

7..

7
.

Adapted from an address given at, the Stanford Education Alumni
Dinner during the San FranpiSco, meeting of the American

'Educational Research,Association,',Aprii 19, 1976. 'Theauthor
served as - rector of the Stanford Center foi.:Research and
tevelopment in 'Teaching from,1,965 through August, 1976. , ,
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into prominence: "knowledge production and utilization
4,

(KPV),". Gklioa and Clark, in an interesting discussion in a

paper entitled "The Configurational PerspectiVe:.A View of

Educational Knowledge Production and Utilization" (Gulpa &

Clark, 1975) .prefer .KPU-to.educational VhD. They consider

the term to be more comprehensive in:Iti greater emphasis

upon the use of knowledge and productsto improve schools.

In this:discussion, I Usethe terms interchangeably, but

preferring educa'tional R&D. .Guba and Clark argue that.KPU
:-

efforts, especially those of the federal government, have

fallen far short of their mark., mainly because of, a faculty

conceptualization of the process. This'the7atteMpt to

remedy.by their ".configUrational" concept, which is opposed

to the more traditional` linear model.

Interestingly, both the educational R&D and the KPU

concepts derive from the non-academic world, primarily from

business, industry, agridulture, and space. This is nothing

new, as education has always borrowed concepts and practices:

from other fields -- not always to our advantage. My

definition of educational R&,) in academic terms, at.the,

simplest and most Tarsimoniots level, includes (a) discovery

of new knowledge and itS'application in the solution of

problems, and (b) the relating of theory and practice. The

weakness of the links bet4en these two facets has long been

a continuing lament both among ourselves and on the part of
4 4

.the public.

.

The discovery of knoWledge, and its application, ant ithe
/

relating'of theory and.practice, are two functions which

pdst,bejoined/. 'This task lies clearly'at,the heart of our,
concern in th Stanford School of Education, which is one of

the six professional schools of the university. Educational

R&D is,concerned with the.whole chain, network, or configure-

-2-



tion of events and prodesses denoted by the following words:

basic research, applied research, development, laboratory

and field testing, experimenttation, dissemination, installa-

tion, applicaltion howeve/i, whenever, or by whomever they

are performed.

Frank Chase, one of the most perceptive students of

educational R&D, early captured its essence for me when he

testified in 1971 before the U.S. House of Representatives

Select Subcommittle on Education. In reviewing for them the

history of labs And centers, he.stated:

Onecharacgiristic (of the labs and centers)is
th41ir) sys tematic attempt to work out cycles
of 'd assessment, specification of objectives,
an is'of alternative sirategids and treatments,
leading to choices among alternatives, construc-
tion of partial or tentative systems or proto-
types of testing under field conditions in a
variety:of situations and continuing evaluation and
refinement. No other educational institutions in
our society have committed themselves so fully to
this re-cycling of processes until the intended
effects are &chieved to a satisfactory degree.

It is perhaps this characteristic which, 'although
not yet fully realized, most clearly sets aside
.the operations of these research and development,
agencies fi6m.--typical operations'in the field of'
education; and it is this which representS their
greatdst potential and promise*for\the improve-
ment of education (Chase, 1971) .

While many different groups had been pealing with one pr

another aspec,gfthis whole process, for the first time

during the last`decade'we have created some institutions

whose exclUsive attention has been diiected to educaticna

R&D,: namely-the regional educational laboratories and the ',

RED dente'rs. To conclude my definition statement, let me'

fall-back upon the psychologists, who when pressed too hard

for definitions of intelligente tend to reply "IntelligenCe

.4;
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is what intelligence tests measure"... We might say with some

truth that "edUcational R&D.is what these new R&D institu-

tions are doing.:

My-Personal Perspective

In pproaching the subject, I draw upon ten year

devoted almost wholly, to work in the Stanford Center.for

Rese rch and Development in Teaching. How did I firstet
in o this' work? During theeprevious-decade and a half,\950

to 1965, I had been studying the nature of secondary educa-

tion and ways in which it could be improved. I became in-

creasingly ,convincA of the central role of teachers and of

the 'importance of theiz. education and re-education. During

that period, we 'secured a grant. from the Ford Foundation to
S

develop some experiMental work. This was an interesting and

productive period in which we tried out some experimental

teacher training programs, developed new procedures for

teacher training such as micro- teaching, developed new means

for making school's more 'flexible, using computers ''to provide

schedule's, and, formulated concepts of technical 'skill's and

106fessional decision_ making in teaching, which helpdd lay

the basis, for the current work in performance7based teacher

edimation.,

But a fundamental lack in all of this work was a solid

knowledge base to sustain and illuminate experimental

practices.- Consequently, when the federalovernment decided

to-esiablish some educational: R&D cvability, we coalesced a

number of interests in the School and made'a ,proposal for an

R&D Center that might help remedy-this insufficient knowledge

base. The names of those faculty members Wklo joinedin.;.making.

the proposal for the Center include Nate Gacie,,Dwigh Allen,

Edwarii Begle, Norman Boyan, Lee'Cronbachi Alfred .Grommon,

Richard' Gross, John -Krumboltz, Nathan Maccoby, Frederick

7
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McDonald, Robert Politzer, Pauline Sears, Fanny Shaftel,.

Wesley Sowards, and myself. 'twos an interesting group and.

we got off to a good start. Some have since left and new

or/ s have joined including, I might add, o'group of sOciol-

ogi s (Elizabeth Cohen, Sanford DornbUsch, Richard Scott

and John Meyer) who joined the Center almost eight years 'ago'

and lave been jnong its most productive members.

find 4t clarifying to view the educational world as

populate with three kinds of people: (1) the curious,

(2) those who wish to do jgood,and (3) tho[Se With a combination

of the two qualities. The'first two groups need each other

and we all need more of the third. Professional schoolS

would be greatly improved if we had more of the third group.

It has been my aim at SCRDT to influence the curious to do

good and to stimulate jthe do-gooders to be curious: It is

an uphill battle- rieverthelegs, it remains a desirable

objective, .The Lenten, as I ha.re tried to direct it,

represents an attempt '&3institutionalize that effort. The

recent history of our O1,4 School ofEducation has witnessed

a marked strengthening of the "curious" side of the ledger,

and currently there is a continuous battle to keep it from

swamping the number two side. The normal university climate

favors the curious,:who are indispensable and'at their best

,illuminate the affairs of the world. At their worst, they

become narrow and pedantic. Those who wish to improve matters,

in their best form, exercise leadership, move institutions

and practices significantly ,forward and improve our °daily,

lives. At worst,they become a menace, promotin'change for

the,saKe of change, trying to hurtle us down any pathway that

'suits their fancy. While I have long been an advocate of

the number two,tiew,My bias. is toward the curious side. But

my chief criticism of this gioup is their mode of inquiry,

which often fails to' recognize that the inquiry that leads

-5r
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to theiliscovery of new, knowledge in the behavioral sciences

and in.the applied fields is often best pIrsuediin the normal

naturalistic arena in which the phenomena under inquiry

exist.

t

Dornbusch at.the Centet,cites some recent.views pf

behavi ral scientists who are/ recognizing this problem. He
$

report that "Reconimendations for-future National .Instiute

of Child Health Development'research were solicited from

senior research psychologists and sociologists...." The results

show that "the behavioral science community dOes not view

basic research and applied research as antagonistic, but

considers a'balance between.the two as appropriate both for

the development of the science and for the response to

society's needs. There was general approval by the behavioral

scientists who were polled of the current level of support

for both types of research anda desire for increased collab-

oration of basic and applied researchers. Imaginative and

sustained attqntiOn to applied research'can produce fundamental

knowledge". (Dornbusch, personal communication).

OUr aim as a professional school should be the improve=

ment of the educational'sygtem, not just,understanding.Or

changing it. We can and must do better than merely_deawing

upon the accumulated ,wisdom of the ages, especially if we 2,

wish to keep our educational institutions from breaking doWn-

with obsolescence. I am convinced that-hools have been''
important, and wil1Pcontinue to be so in the future.. I' do

not subscribe to the de-schooling of society lire of thought.

'Our main oblOatioh,as I. see it, was set forth by the'late,

distinguishedand.beloved Marcus Foster in the title. bf his

provocative little book: Making Schools fqork.
..

,

While I am not one of the prophets of the impending dootc

of the school system, IconfesS to an inc2.easing disquietude:.

-6-
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that we may be losing ground and that edUcation is not
. .

moving forward fast enough to keep pACe with its Surround-

ing forces: The process that began as far back as.Sputnik

in the 1950's seems almost to ,have overwhelmed us. Fred

Hechinger, writing in themarch2,13, 1976 issue of Saturday

Review, under an alarming headlineentitled."Murder in

Academe - the Demise of Education" suggests that as a reoult

of assaults,.both from the.left and the right, edUcation is

literally hanging on the ropes. He claims that we'have

our faith in the efficacy of education and 4chools to.keep

our social system open and.to keep the 'streams of upward ,

'\mobility uhclogged. I\ am not that pesSiMistic. But a

ritical question isto\Thow `to keep the R&D'-sySfemfmbving

forward, how to keep it from being turned into.a shortVlived

band wagon, and how to see that,the mandate of the Congress

to the new but faltering National Institute Of Education 1'

lives up to the tas . To this end, I will later, propose an

11-point agenda,deri ed froin our experience of_tke 'last

decade. But before-presenting,that-agenda, I wish to comment

on our brief educational R&D histOry.

The Hist6r of Ed cation -KPU.-

The federal role in educati al REID may be said to have

be\cjuh withvthe fOrmation.in 1867 of.thepationalDepa'rtbent -

of \Education. Thepurp6se, as .stated imthetatute:rwaS

such statistics. And-fict's as-shall show the

condition and p:riogress of educatiOn in the severaa states'
I

.

and ta\rritorieS4 and,Of_diffusing,such information respecting

the organi'zatiop and management of schools 'and school systems,

the methods of teaching; as shall .aid the, people of the

United StateS in the etablishmen't and mainteriancecit effi-.

&lent school-systeMS,...." (cited` in 'Clarke.-,1974) This act.
-`remained in pla e until, the passage-of the COoperative,.

-7--
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. ,Research Act in 195:4. From the establishment 'of the department

down,to the mid-1950's, a narrow interptetatiOn was taken of

this charge, namely to collect facts and to publish them.,

But beginning in the mid-1950''d,..-the federal `concern for,

stepping up efforts to improVe-the,educational system _began
,

,to be felt. The first effOrts were to develop new curricu-

lums,lums, especially in Science, mathematics and foreign language.
6

1 4

,

The ,recent development of R&D institutions (in this

country .and abroad)'has been in'responSe pa;tly to two major

,forges: (1) large social pressures and problems that appear
.

,On the horizon and (2) problems' stemming from' inadequacies

in the-educational'system'itself. .

In the first instance, after World War II, the pace of

change in all .'parts of,society' began to ac elerate at an

unqrecedented.rate, pldustrial firoductivi y and agricultural

()Tut wereburgeoning, but the edUcationa system continued

to lag futther and fUrther behind.' rUnless t e situation

changed, it would be impossible to meet the re olutiOn of

rising expectations for a better way of life tha a global.

system of communications had communicated to the poor peoples'.'

of the world. Genuine national Concern for the improvement

of the edUCational system began in the 1950's after.the

launching of the Russian Sputnik and with the,famous Brown

Vs. Topeka decision on segregationoin schools. New and

powerful societal F.orces began to .press for the expansion'of
4

education and for increasing its quality and its productivity.

%

National education leaders then noted that whereas

American industry and agriculture had weal developed and',

financed research and development systems which fueled thpir

constantly increasing productivity, education had almost none.

Agriculture and industry invested,5% to 10% df their total

expenditures in research_and development. In education, a -



comparable figure is :a small fraction ,of less than 1%.
EducatiOn spends almost all of it.s.funds in operating the
system -- .almost -none in Systematic. ,staidy and. the fashioning
of new ways to,'improve it., As a ,result,. tested new methOds
have been scarce until recently. The time lag in education'
between the discovery, of:new k owledge ,widespread`
application 'in classrooms is eS imated. to be between 40 ,and
50 years;' in, industry and agri ulture it 'i-angeS- from to 5
years. 'Industry and gricult have a. long tradition re-
flected in engineering and iris a4rictltural'exPeriment stations

.and field agents wh,icil ,:prOvide the -bridge between ,the the,o-,
retical knowledge in ,the, scientific- ,fields of biblogy; physics,

-chemistry,and agroncimy,-and the ipractical problem solvers and
,

i-`decision :makers. n'induStrial production and farming.
cordplexi.system i:;elaticiriships arid 'instri-tutiotns encourages
tr* Inventi'on, and 'development , of hew ,products and their -in-
stallation -in the factories and the farms,,, ,Any such pattern

;was, until recently, almost td-tally lacking in the ,social
sciences and in 'the edtacatibnal system. Educational, leaders
reasoned, that; if education could ,devel`op an R&D system, it

-might begin to, catch up by improvin`g its efficiency and
effectiveness.

1'.

Faced with-new challenges, we.began to look more care-
fully at why the almost 100 years of limited investment in
educational research had not yieldeld larger dividends. The

scientific approach to educational prd blems (which began with
the foundation of a new Federal Department of ,Bducation in
1867 but is largely a phenomenon -of thi.;, century)' has really
occupied only a short time in historical' perspective. Even
SO,. the effects of educational research upon educational
practice have been disappointing. I have previously iden-
tified several

-
possible ,reasons (Bush, 1975) . The effort has

been too small; the trained researchers to few; the resources .



4

too limited; efforts too fragmented. Research has been

directed to small.; isolated parts of the total system. The

methodologies and samples have been so diverse as to preclude

cumulative effect. Methods unduly copied desighs frot the

natural:sciences.and were- often inappropriate for the problems

under consideration. Most educatioftl research was carried

9nby individual professors and a few graduate students, work-

ing in ,isolated, doctoral dissertation-sized chunks, whose

results were filed, only to gather dust on university library

shelves.

The new R&D system, in process of formation during the

last decade, is attempting to remedy some of these difficulties.

Before attempting to assess its results, let me summarize

.what I see,as the essential ingredients ofothis R&D approach,

again drawing upon a previous paper:

Systems approach. An overarching feature of the
R&D effort in-aucation is its attempt to be com-
p'rehensive,. to consider all' elemerkts.-

Critical mass, Successful R&D aims to assemble
a "critical mass" of talent that greatly enhances
the solution bf cotplex problems.

Interdisciplinary team., Most,important educational
problems require the full power of many relevant
disciplines, 'e.g., psycholOgy, sociology, anthro-
pology, economics, political sqieace, law, and
medicine. R&D institutions are attracting inter-
disciplinary teams and providihg them with a con-
genial working environment.

Design and field test. The heart of an effective
R&D effort is the design and field-test stages, of
the work. Drawing upon both basic and applied
research, the staff engages in the creative task

Hof inventing new solutions/to problems, designing
new educational products, creating new models. It`
then tries out these.models, first using rigorous
tests as to workability in limited field.settings,
'then later in-more normal settings, -The models or
products go through as ,many tests and revisions as

.

-10-
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, Afe
. A

.neceSeary to reach, acCeptabIe levels of performance..
This step is quite .expensive. But it is a critical
Step,-typically absent ilt4the past in\manycom-
mercially produced educational products.

Dissemination and installation. The process is
not considered complete until the product has been
installed and made to work successfully JA one or
more practical' settings, Further, it is also .

necessary tq see that the idea i$ then made widely
known to potential users.

Continuous feedback and reVisions., A.desirable
feature, not yet fully ;realized :, is, feedback from
users, sp that a product can ,be further-modified:
or even withdrawn ifHlt begins to work badly or

4 if it produces unanticipated Undesirable effects.

Focus on a mission.' -An-effective R &D effort"` does
riot dissipate itS 4nergies by trying to, do every-
thing. 'It concentrates Upon idcomplishin a well:-
defined mission, with explicit.objectixies whicti
reque speCific progranis and projects.

; .

,

Visibility and accountability. for tIre astronauts,
the task was clear:' theyeither got to, the moonor','
not. Clearly stating what the'mission isand then
following all the necessary,steWgives a high.
degree of, visibility, which in,, turn imparts a high
degree of accountability to R &D 'institutions (BUSh,
1975, pp. 5-6) .

o 1

Returning to our brief histokical survey, the landmark

acts,that inaugurated thisnew attempt at educational R&D

were:.

I.

1. The'Cooperative Research Act, passed'in'1954
with an appropriation of approximately$1
million, wbichfwas not made available until
two years after its initial passage, and then
with the proviso that the funds should be
spent mostly (two- thirds) on the study of
the education, of mentally retarded children;
This act was the basis for establishing the
labs and centers almost 10 years later.

2. The National Defense Education Act, pasSed
in 1958, under which many of the curriculum

14
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I

development projectswere inaugurated aftr
`Sputnik. $

3 The-Elementary and
,

Secondary Education Act \
of 1965; which amended the Cooperative,Research,

i$

.
Act., r . .

,

.

4 The Education Amendments Act of 1972, which \,

created the National Institute of Education.'

Over these 20 -plus years 'the expenditures for educational
, .

R&D,rose dramatically' (that is, dramatfcally for education,

even though the effort remains small by comparison-with RE,p

in fields .outside of education).from approximately $1 -million
V

in 1554 to .$14 million by 1963 a0-to almost $200 million by '

l'968. The 1960's were tiie boom decade. Immediately after. ,

1`

the creation of NIE in 1972, however,"the top was reached,'

..and hae'been declining since then. Thus in 1954 begn.a

,.?long "and tortu.rout journey to build an educational R&D system,
=

in,,the fade of *hat Steven_Bailey has characteriTed as

e.. the hoary notion that the federal government should

le'ave.6e.direction of education to the mercies of pluralistic

and otten,contentious-centers of {decentralized authority.,'

The 'results are claimed to beeithei impressive or dismal,
#. , -;

".depending upon_the."expert consultant." My conservative

answer is .that the case for edudational R&D is promising- --

but not: finily proven. Obviously,,. the has not

'ar'rive'd. The educational' system has not been dramatically
v.',

,.

ransformed in the past ten,years'. And indeed, this should

.".not'-have been our expectatiOnf-

- ,

Some significantlbeginnings,can be seen. In the first

plaided the monolithic,- structure of the' school system, which

-.attempted to cast.eeryonejnto a common-Mold, is (jiving way
e

to a greater recognition,-6f .diffeiences among individuals

and of groups.. In part this has comeaboUt in response t

powerful social forces that are moving` the whole.society.

15
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But our edUcational institutions would hAve been unable to
. ,

1

respond to these social forces' had' not the educational R&D

tommunity prOduced'materiais and prOcedures that enabled

.schaolsystems and teachers to begin successfully to offer

more pluralistiC-,and alternative prograMs. 'An-increasing

array of new,,,imagiLtive,'and'tested products is beginning

-t appeAr'onjthe educational market. The Fourth Edition of

t e CEDaR Catalog,,published'in April 19i;f',(CEaR is .he

a ronym of the Counbil for Educational Development and,

R search, which is the national organization of educational

RID labs and centers) describes in its first volume 250

mpieted apd available products, and in its second volume

162'anticipated prodtcts that will be available within a year

two.-

.

%

n1

, .

.The umber of instructional packages available'for class-

oom use that go beyond simple textbooks is mounting. So too,

are the Manuals, training systems, and other means for show-

ing educatibnal personneljlow to.use these products suCcess-
.

fully. The number., variety, .and quality of these products
A .

is significantly greater than, was'true ten years4ga, when

fhp productioh of instructional materialS was left almost

solely to the private sector and to individuals working.alone'., '.
.- .

in colleges and universities. .. 1

:
,--__-

1 ,
Educational R&D has contributed to .the Aform of tra-

ditionally weak teacher- training practices. Teacher 6ducation' .,'

is moving wit frqm the relative'isolati-on-Ofcollege-and-

university settings into the more practical and field settings

of the "real" educational world., Powerful new trailling
,

, .

packages are increasingly'becoming,a.vailable for the develop-

ment of the competencies that have been ictentified,and,vali-

dated by R&D efforts.' The increasing flexibilityof,the

educational 'system in responding successfully 4o the diverse ;.

1

1
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needs of indivduals and beginning to be, more firmly

based in fundaMental-research aboutTtbe different ways that

individualS learn beSt and abput the different kinds and styles'

of teaching which'are accordingly most appropriate,

Nevertheless, the results'have not been as good ,as we

h'ad,'hope.d for or, promised and ceTtainly not.as far-reaching

or Valuable as many proponents claim. The resultS of

projects. did not, in the view of some Congressmen, taxpayers,

and ,practitioners in the field, lead direCtly or quickly

.enough to obs'erirable.changes and 'desired improvemehts

cational practice. That more was not ercoMplished iii
short,period of time, is not surprising'when we cOnsidA-'thel

accelerated pace of the early effort. As we began to under,-

-take thiS new push in eduCational R&D, unprecedented,aqcom-
-

4

prishrikents in establishing new institutions took place. With-=

intwOlyears after' the passage,of the authorizing 1, islation,

ESEA:inn,1965,21 R&D centers, ten of them university-based

had,been:,created, and 20 regional labdratories and 100.research

and development training prb4rams had' been-set up. A national

educational, information "retrieval-system, ERIC, had bden

-'establishedi, and .thousands of Title III projects were funded,
4

4.92 sde that theprodgptsiof,educational R&D were tranSmitted-
, ,

to andused in the schoois. ,With such a.frantic scrambling '

, to build-a newcapability, many horror stories were predictably
%

xeported. .

E" *4--,- ..
.-..- , .

-UnrealigtiC xpelActwns forf, and erratic treatment of,
,,.

.- education are no;t ew. When President Andrew Johnson appointed,
. 1

fi. ',ueriry Barnard -as the.first*Commissioner of R4pcation in 4.,
' ,tr:

, -
.
.Mareh of 1867 imnie4ate disenchantment set' in,. By .July 3.8-68,

,less than- two moritheafter.Baxnard submitted'his ,first annual.
.

report.to the Congress, the appropriation for theneW.agency

was,reqvced from $i2,0,00 to $9,400'and,Barnard and his three

. 17
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clerks" were moved to a minoroffice,in the U.S. Department.

:0E:Interior. The ,NIE_ may take some small comfort from the

fact that\its treatment is'llpt unprecedented.

In retrospect, the R&D.effo uring the last' decade

can be seen as'havingbeen besieged "Cannibalistic" '

practices, in whiC each year, the Office ,Education, faced

With a shortage ,of ft ds; decided tb eliminated bir more

of the so-called weakestNinstitutions so that funds wou

available for the stronger o 8. This was not exactly a
-

morale- inducing procedure. Indi 'dual researchers, Who-had

Previously secured support' through field-initiated

.studies program protested that the then new institutions were

draining funds away from them. A riighly-promising research

training program'was aborted just as its first group of

graduates began to move into the field. Moreover,,just as

* -the surviving R&D institutions were beginning to flourish,

' the policy of the government Changed from one of institutional

support to that of program purchase., The alleged bad manage-

ment of educational R&D by- OE, whithhad,been-one of the main.

motivations fof the creation of the NIE, carried over to NIE

and at,times became even worse. This Situation is now,

changing for the better under the new 'director of NIE.

1!

In spite of these diffiCulties and probleMS,'however, ,

the educational R&D .system and the labs and centeri prospered;

under adversity they became stronger and IVDrerobuSt, until

they emerged asohe Of.the leading spokesmen for educational

R&D in the country and have increasingly been 'looked upon as

prominent contributors to :the improvement of educatiopal

practices. Several'recent surveys, both by NIE and by in de-

pendent agencies, of'promising new educational produCts that

are appearing on the horizon reveal that the majority of them

have come froM:fhe laboratories and the centers. .

-15;
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The Net Decade

'Even with the considerable turbulence and trouble of the

past 10 to 15 years, we,arein my judgment'on the verge of a

burgeoning creative decpde ahead if we will pay attention to

some of the lessons that we have learned. Drawing from these

lessons, I offer an 11-point agenda for educational R&D during
...he next decade.

1. Build a constituency.'

What should have been understood earlier but was not

until'the crunch came in Congress in 1974 when Edith Green

recommended zero funding for NIE, was that the educational

community' as a whole did not seem to care about or .understand

eduCational R&D and felt little touched by it. This is not

to say that there'had not been much good work done but rather

that "those out there," presumably the beneficiaries of edu-_,

rational R&D, simply were not informed and operated not only

out of ig rance but'often from ancient and deep-seated

beliefs abo t the esoteric character of educational research.

By virtue of he painful lesson of prospective zero funding

in the Congres we have tardily begun systematic substantial

efforts' to build a constituency for educational R&D. The

Council for Educational Deyelopment and ,Research (CEDaR), an

organization formed by the labs and centers several years

ago; has taken active leadership in this effort -- not without

opposition from some in the educational (research) community.

The lesson to be learned is that thoseiwho have been

the principal figures in educational research in, the past,

that is,'those ip the colleges and universit*es, must come

out o,f their isolation 4pd join, hands as equal colleagues

with_ all elements in the educational community. Among the

critical actors who have not heretofore been fully recognized

are the state departments of education,, local education

19
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04.
agencies, professional educational associations, administr

tors, and teachers. Nothing short of such a partnership wiIi-

enable us to build the Wind of constituency that willobe

, persuasive to state and federal legislators and'othextwho

are in charge of fundt for educat4.6n.

2. Broaden t e colle ial b

It is time f r us to begin td think, to,believe, and to

behave different y about who are the contributing colleagues

in the educatio, al R&D enterprise'." A main reqpirement is to

get rid of the "practitioner as dunce" syndrome, especially

as held by these in the universitiese Another stereotype

that needs d smantling is that of universities as producers,

and practit oners as Consumers, f research. 'Indeed,'it

seems to m that as our practioet and beliefs change to reflect

a gehuine partnership, we need'tO develop some new terminol-

ogyogy whic reflects that there are different kinds of persons

who par icip,ite in R&D, but that they are differentiated

.horizo tally, not vertically; consider, for example, those

who a e discipline-oriented, and thoe w1ib are clinically-

orie ted.' In addition to those who work in the universities

and in the regional laboratories, there is a substantial

group in private, non - profit educational corporations who

contribute significantly. There are competent R&D persons

n state and local educational agencieS ,eid'in the large

network of Title III centers, which have thus far been largely

overlooked.

Educational R&D institutions should in the next decade

be looked upon increasingly as a rewarding place for large'r

numbers of post-doctoral fellows and those who would profit

from mid-career refreshment of their professional careers in

teaching and administration., In achieving this collaborative

effort, we need to understand that;educational R&D at its

e
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best will bring the classrooms of a nation' into vital contact

with the.currentlissues of society and the frontiers of knowl-

edge.

3. Strengthen all parts of the R&D enterprise.

Discussion of 'educational R&D is currently 'tilled with

lively debate concerning which partsof,theystem need the'

largest 'expenditures, with each segment arguing for a larger

share. Last year, the original proposal for,,NIE's budget

provided.for,tripling expenditures for dissemination without

any increase in, the total, which meant, cutting back on.

,development amid loud outcries from the developers. The

researchers claim that 13IE is still spending almost-nothing
4*

on research. And so the, argument goeS. In the next lecade,

it must be recognized that the total system needs developing,

andthat,those parts which have been weakest or Almost non-

existent in(the past need to be brought up 0 decent levels

of performance.

4. Recognize 'that education is a total systeh.

One significant lesson of the last decades that

substantial improvement of educations for students cannot be
,

achieved' by manipulating` one or another isolated partof the

,system. Frank Chase points out that 'attention.to all

elements crucial to system performance is something new in

education." Ye goea'on'to inc igate that laboratories and

centers have advanced "a long way from the naive belief that

great improvements in education will apring from such plede-

meal, reforms as introducing a new methdd of instruction or

in-service 2education;re-grouping learners, organizing teachers

into teams,..o adopting programmed instruction. They recog-

nize ."the' importance of cOmpatible,systehain which' behavior .

of persons, media of communications, and the context of com-
,

_ municati6ns, the scheduling of activities, the reward system,

4 a

."-,itk

o
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and many/other.factors operate to produce effects. They are

therefore as concerned in helping school-Personnel to acquire

needed-skills and:confidence in new roles as they are in

deVeloping instructipnal materials or management systems"

(Chase, 1971'.

Improving the raihing of teachers and administrators,

advancing organizatohal development, and.producing new

instructional materials are all important,activities; no.one
..

*ii sufficient. This we did :not know or. see so clearly at, the

beginning of the decade, as .different lab$ and centers.under-:&
e took to change one or anotherof these aspects. ,A5_the

history of labs and centers has shown.,... those who were con-
.

cerned with educational products.soon be came involved in.
-.-, -

teachei training: Those concerned primarily in the beginning

with teacher training oftemsoon-mOved into the - production
, -

of educational materials- :Most haVe.seen the necessity for

becoming'concernedwit4 organizational matterg. . Not all can

do everything. There.mthtbe specialization, but there must

also be articglatiOn amongst the,various'arts.

5. Shift- emphasis from Correlational studies and single-
.

variable experimental studies to more complex experimental

.studies,-interventions, and clinical analyses. ,

The.bulk of educational research, particularly on instruc.-1

tion, has ,relied, upon-correl'ationai studies7 'As -a

result 'of their inconclusiveness'andof our dawning

tion of the Gestalt character of the variabld$ influencing.

educational achievement,:we can,note a beginning trend toward.

fashioning prdmiiing interventions, making comprehensive

apkbaches to improving classrooms,' -and. evaluating 'the'se new

interventions in a model of successive approximations until

a more powerful program is developed, in contrast fo'the

more traditional correlational and single-variable experimental



studied.' This trend needs to be ent9uraged.

6- Make more modest claims.'

//
we,needto dome down ftom our evangelical pulpitgin

proposing edudational solution, and' promising istant:resUlts.

When,.during the' past ten years, the_prcsped:tof soMefunds

for educatidnal RE15at-long to appear, piop8sers

tended to dmerstate anticipateeresults. One of the gains

Of7-the past-,decade'has been results from- behavioral science
- 4

:studies that' have informed.t6PUblict'as'weIl as ourselves,

.'that educatiOn Is not:a,panaceai, and that schooling is no

all7pOwerfal. We should. not no gO.to the extreme of "de7

schooling s.oelety." But we should not mislead ourseIVes or
4 4..

others about how'much education dan accomplish. We-mut be

'clear that` time will be required to fashion.new procedures

and programs. and to put.them into operation.

_ .

ponethelessw-thoSe-engaged.'in RiD do need some projects,

that can-show relativeh quick-results. While healthY,R&D

organizations neyiTsrdjects with short:-term,-middle-xange,
4

and long7range payoffb, it is important to heed the results ,:..

of a year-long inquiry into !!Basic Innovations in the Scial;

ScienceA" reported-recently in the. New York Times, which

.states as one of its 'conclusions that-the first'major impact.

of an advance is generally delayed by 10 -15 years, and that,;

research shbuld be suppo'rted in 10- to 157:year,blockseto,_ \:"
)cons'olidat'e advances' (New York Times; 1971). .

7. litufld'a better'national.educational ieSearch.andt it
develqment agenda.

ThiS is%one Of the most important matters for attention. '

, , ,

during the next decade. No definitive and acceptable national'

educational research and 'development agenda currently exists.

To the extent thtanYnational agenda exists;" either

23.
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explicitly or implicitly, in the educational R&D.programs

new being funded, it-consists to a large extent of bits and

pieces that fortuitously emerged as new actors entered the

picture' over the last decade. The original labs and centers

were not the result, of an attempt to fund programs to fit a

national agenda. asmuch as NIE is new charged with the

responsibility for d veloping a national R&D system, it is

essential that a compe ling national educational'R&D.agenda

be formulated to serve a a guideline, not only for the ex-

penditures of NIE, but'for hose of other organizations who

are concerned with education. i=mprovement. This is not the

time or place to suggest how t problem might be approached.

What must, and I believe cane, be chieved is an agenda derived

from a healthy interaction of vigorou's grass-roots contributors

with thoughtful national jeadership-,not concentrated in any

one branch of government or Segment of the profession.

-As a footnqte to the national Agenda-setting process, I

comment On several areas of importance that SdRDT might con-

sider, beyond our attation to teaching and teacher educaticp

of-the last deCade. Let Ne mention five preas'that I thihk

might well be attended to both because of, our particular

array, of talent at Stanford and because of national needs.

First is the area-of policy studies.',. We repealedly

embark upon large Spending that stems froirt aisUiuptions,and,

educational" policies that :have littler'no:foundatiOn in
, .

fact, Beth the press' and prefessionEl literature ,'daily

abound with,newexamples. Stephen. Baileyi_for example,

recently poihted to one such situation while disCussing the

efficiency of spending billionsof dollers.to help millions

of underacAievers'in our.sphOols, with_the'comment that "the

evfdence is increasigly cleAr that cur educational system

unprepred to .117s.e' margiA additional money-

, ;
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effectively for the redress of educational disadvantage"

(Bailey, .1970). Currently, there is great,emphasis upon

"mainstreaming. ". In a recent issue of Education Daily, the

testimony of Yale psichologist Ed Zigler to Congress concern-

. ,inq support for research on ti mentally retarded is head-

lined as 'skeptical,on mainstreaming." Zigler pointed out

that'seyeral years, ago experts convinced decision makers that

special, education was the solution to the prOblem of training

'the mentally retarded. Now that special education is looked

"upon as an undesirable form of grouping'or'segregation, the

pendulum/begins to swing in the_ opposite direction. Decision

makers are now committing themse lves to such concepts-as

"'normalization" and "de- institutionalization " under the head-

ing of 'maihStreaming." Zigler states: "I6ioin With my senior

workers in the field- who view these conceptS as little more-

than slogans that are badly iff-ffead,pf-a data base." Yet

we already find statesing laws mandati9g mainstreaming

before there are any basic data to support t. As Zigler

says, "It makes little sense to approprite"'hundreds of

millions of dollars on questionable social practices and

?ail to find aqewmrnion for researchers committed to

diScOvering the actual effects of such practices " (Education

Daily, March 22,1976).

These illustrations tinderlin the'need for greater

\s. attention to policy stu ie in the next decade. Stanford is

uniquely qualified in -this regard.

.- .

A seco d area has to do with productiyity,' inStructkonal

improvement and organizational development in higher edca-
I

tion. T'he'cost problem in post-secondary education is' \' -'

I

especially s verg, beqause the per-unit cost' -of instruction
\is,much grea er than in the lower schools..

':
,

..

,

4-

11,

I .

'SCRbT ha a unique opportunity to.cont4bute to the

:22,.
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improvement of instritotion and the furtherance of OrganizaU.Onal

-1 development atthe higher education levels. ...,14e can build

here on current efforts in instructional improvement in the

Oanford School of Humanities and ScienceS, supported by

private foundations'; .earlier work at the Center, espec ly

by sociologists; and current expertise organizational

theory and instructional technology n the School of Educa-

tion and in the departments of colfiMunitation,.socioloqy,

political science, and philosophy as well as .in top leyels
,

of-the administration in-the university.

A unique resource i4 the SCRDT teac g laboratory-.

*his` facility, located in the'central,area of the university,

is a tool for studying instruction in its various forms --

large 'groups, regular classes, small grbups,,,, tutorials, and

student-machine interaction. The vision 4eKind this facility

was aimed toward experimental work on met4pdb for improving

the effectiveness and efficiency of university instruction,
f

especially at Stanford. Because of teduced federal funding

for educational R&D, the'support to develop the software and

:fot experimentation has not yet permitted the full' use of'
,

this unique facility. Fortunately, the building was planned

flexibly for c anging\pse so- that space has not been wasted.
st

However, there is ech °logical eguipmeht hick could be

brought to.bear on re sing problems in to tiary education

kwhith,we hope to eh in our future work. These efforts \
envision a g eatex f omputlrs; Videotapes, a other

media for im rOwin
..

iciencro. .;i hing,

Despite future fina vial stringe pies in higher educa-

tion, courses will be required in areas which -do not currently

enroll large numbers of students but whi, th areessential for
" -

'curriculuM of the highest caliber,_ProdUction of inStruc-

tional programs that can be stored a d re-4ieved for use_

4
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by individual students as .a means of enriching the curriculum, .

of adjusting the pace of instruction to individual needs, and

ultimately of providing a saving of highly skilled instructional

time is one aim of this exploratory development.

Third, we need to redress an imbalance of the last decade

401, bringing to bear the force of humanistic and artistic

studies upon our inquiries,. pafticularly as they bear upon

the field of insliruction. ,We have made a small beginning in

our Center throUgh the work of Elliot Eisner, but not nearly

as much as there should be,in the nekt decade. sounded

this note about a deCade ago in a national ,Phi Delta Kappa

symposium'at Stanford (Bush, 1966), I now see some promising
a.

beginnings but they are'slow in coming.

Fourth, we can direct attention to the ethnic and cul-

turally pluralistiddimensidns of educational institutions.

Several Center programS are now aimed at the areas of edu-

cational equity and ethnic. and cultural pluralism. Our

society has achieved improvements during the past decade, but

the work scarcely begun remains as urgent as ever. SCRDT

could expand its work on technical problems of achieving

equity through the organization, teaching, and curriculumrof

the schools. As an R&D center, itcould also engagedfaculty

who can help clarify the normative- philosophical questions

raised,by the claim that our nation should move from a Melt-

d
ing pot to a culturally pluralistic 'so6lety.

1

,

acce
.....-/

Finally, we should le ate
-

.
ur

nationaliZe) andlintercultuOrze our a

much t le#n fom asilto'te ch olfr fr
p

and cu]; utes'in the field o education

has s,t4ted, that there

lled \I'devel\pped, and th

countties in eddat,ion: we Jlt

as Philip Coombs

\ etween the so-c

veloped"

attempts to inter-

oaches. We have as

s from/Othe climes

is surel true,

ttle distinctI ion

elpped.
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We should move in the next decade more to a mutual problem-, -2

Solving stance, in -which international and interdisCiplinary

teams work 'together in different cultural field settings on

mutually important educational R&D pfobleMs. The beginnings

of such activities are just emerging. A readiness for this

development is attested to' by our experience, for example,

in Brazil, where we have been laying the foundation for the,

_collaboration on'some mutual problems, such as improving

university teaching, by several Brazilian-institutions and

several U.S. R&D groups, including our Center at Stanfoid.

These are ,five elements that might well be considered

as SCRDT builds its program in the ne=xt decade and plays its

part in strengthening the national agenda for educational

R&D.

, , 8. Effectively advance the interdisciplinary claims

--of educational R&D.
, . .

During the next decade we nee to make good our Inter-

-= disciplinary claims. One basic elem nt in the argumen0-for

large-scaler programmatic R&D has bee the'need for a g huine'

interdisciplinary approach to the solution ofimportant duca-
..

tinal problems. Psychology has no monopoly on the improve-

ment of classroom instruction, even though it has a central

role. The importance of the organization of the schoo andI
the classroom requires more than the insights of sociology,

although these,are basic. Greater cost effectiveness in

operating schools rand classrooms requires the major contri-

bution of econgmics bud is surely np imited,to.this

cipline.

An honest apprais

efforts iii educational

must c

\R&D hate

SC6T,1

nclude tha interdi ciplinary

fallen fa short pf our needs

e sociolo ts-stil don't



talk or collaborate much with the psychologists. When*
gently chide them, they argue that first the researcherS in

one discipline must 'learn to talk 'and work with the practi--

tioners.'. Once they have masteied this ;art, they.say, they t.

will then turn to talk and work with another discipline. They

have a point. The results have been- productive when disc±-

plinarians work with the practitioners. When the schplars

become involved and begin to see how -their work can mike a

difference in improving schools, they gain real satisfaction

and increase their attention to such work. But the results

are even greater when the scholar-practitioner collaboration.,

becomes interdisciplinary. Genuine and productive inter-

disciplinary work does not occur readily. It requires, in

'-addition to resolve, attitude, training, and skill: .The

setting for interdisciplinary' interaction lies in:4 willing-

ness to work, for at least part of our time,'on a concrete,

specific problem with colleagues in another discipline --

sometimes as learners,.sometimea as teachers As Cunningham %

/ .

sttes; "the university must accept the premisg that the

.

" stIolishment of interdisciplinary resear centers actually-.

represents the\next stage in the evolution of the university":

(Cunningham, 1969). More /concrete action a

to interdisciplinary work is imPortant for the next decade:'

Stengthen University participation in educational

R&D.

d less lip service

The u4versity partner in educational TAD needs to, re -'

double its effort, becbme

retreat-tore "basic research" position which is its natural

habit. The university s gained'a fundamental andindis- \ \

io, al R&D during-the,past.decade which

atiorial R&D has been anunsettIinq

tting. It,still rests': neasily. \

etc) think of themse1vPs 4s some-
,

,

creasingly ef=fective, and not

pensable role in

must not be lost.

elemrnt in the uni

Of the three

duca

But edu

ersity

placeS'that li
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what similar (Harvard, Chicago, and Stanford) in only one

did R&D take root. .Fo1.(e reason or another, the. University

of Chicago never_hed--an R&D Center, although it has

productive critic and supporter of the "movement. Harvard

discontinued Its center _after several. yeara.. However, the

concept has taken deep root at the University of WisConsin,

the University of Pittsburgh, "Texas, UcLA,,ti-ie University of
,Oregon,,and Ohio State University, to metion.a few in addition

. .to Stanford.

In the 1972.AERA'Meeting Her2og, in explaining Harvardsa

decision,%indicated that .'the template for Harvard'a,R:AD

`directora was not the county agricultural ',agent, but the

medieval marriage broker who rrange.a. meetings .of parties Y
.

.

who otherwise could not find each other "; ( Herzog, 1972):.

While the analogy is delightfully amusing; 20th - century

educational'Tffbrt needs something more powerful than a

medieval mode1.1 Although we should not.Slavishti follow .

agricultural or industrial' models, current behavioral science.
has more to'Offer than a marriage-broker

There are a variety of ways for the university community

to contribute to educational improvement, in, addition to its

traditional basic research route. But while expanding this .

effprt, we.should also continue to build on the strength of

the educational.R&D center model in the university setting,

which has beendelielopedduring the last deCade. It.has been

a significant step-foivard to enco1rage groups of university

faculty to work together on important educational problems

so that their work andthat'of their graduate students becomes
--

'-

cumulative in the solution of larger problems.

Indeed, one o: the chief values.df our work in .Se-POT,

as'I have indicate, many times, may be the over 100 doctoral.

students who have worked with the members of'the\faculty'.an
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the process of earning their degrees and have themselves

become skilled in educational' R&D work: One of the re sons

that R &D did not move forwArd more rapidly and that so e

earlier institutions faltered.or failed was the lack o an

adequate supply of personnel.

As Professor Hilgard points out, "The.educational &D

mode of training and socializing new researchers will'b help-
,

ful in overcoming' some of the prejudices that have ekis ed

in the past.:.. Prestige and rev: Ards for work well done needs

to be spread Across the field from the basic,to the most

technological.and applied" (Hilgard, 1969). The need fo

collaborative effOrt was referred to, in the Stanford Univer-

sity School of Education Futures Report in 1971, which stated:

"Faculty in'the school have expressed...the desire-to cooper-

ate in team8ventureswhich might have an impact on educational
, .

practice....focusing...on key problems."

The university has an important leadership role to play

in seeing that the relationships between basic\ research,

applied research, development, and dissemination are placed

in balance.

\
., .

A 10. Increase attentionhto cost/benefits considerations.
.- \ .

. ,

.--
Efficiency'habneVer been a very pOpular word in edu.--

]

cational Circles. Elit.given the circumstance's of _the times,
.. ,,

.

it'willSe increagingly necessary to consider the' relative

benefits of different procedureg and programs in'terms of

their economic, political and, social costs. Among the

relatively unexplored areas which are being advanced by some

of my colleagues in the School of Education are these:

a. The effects on productivity of shortening or

lengthening the educational cycle under

possible alternative arrangements.

3 1
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a.'

4

b.- The development of cost-eftectivehess models for,

assessing productivity in eduqation'and conduct-

ing such assessments.

c. Optimal use of time, technology, and facilities

in improving educational output.

d. Evaltiation of current alternatiVes to fotMaI

schooling and generation and testing of,new

alternatives.:

e. Impact of collective bargaining on the effective-

ness and the distribution of educational resources.

f. The bearing of organizational contexts and

characteristics oneffectiveness and efficiency.

ineducation.

qr,

11. Re-establish the upward trend of expendi*.ires for

educational -R &D. .

,.-

We need in this next decade to recover, to re-establih

the upward trajectOry of funding for educational R &D which

marked the beginning of th' aast decade'. This problem merits

the direct attack it has belen receiving: Small results, areresults,
1 \beginning to show, but large results will probably be forth

coming as we, make achievement towards f. e Riregoing ten
, .

goals which I have enumerated.

V
,s

'It should be noted that R&D centev d laboratories
I

haNie suffered from an almost total lackof'discretionary

funding. In a study of successful R&D efforts,. 'Carter at

Rand (1966) ,found that 43Lc)f 63 events,4hich launcIed these

,successful efforts'(both in and,ou*sid of 'education) were dis
4

cretionary expenditures rather than expenditures which had

been.allocated for that particular develo merit. Some way

needs to be found in the next decade to p °vide educational

R&D institutions with som6 relatively free money to increase

their creative potentialil

32
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Concluding Remarks

I come then in closing to call for the continuing of

educational R&D in the university as well as elsewhere, not

alone for what it has been but for what it has the'potential

for becoming. In an essaAentitled "Thoughts on, an Uncharted

Future" in the 1975 issue of Daedelus devoted to American

Higher Educatign: Toward an Uncertain Future, Caryl P. Haskins,

former president of the Carnegie Institution in Washington,

D..,discusses what may b learned from a "handful of Centers

of teachi and research atthe forefront of scientific

endeavor which, here and abroad, ha e provided so many remark-

able leaders over the years" (1.1ia'ski s, 1975) He points to

the importance of senipr investigat rs and teachers working

closely with the younger persons,on an almos apprentice

.Pasis, in a particular ),cind of environment, w ere there are

,free and flexible small rot:1)s working around few leaders

f stature. Here it is,\ claims, 'that the p thbrealrrs
\

Of\the next generation hav develope 0 After scrib. n the

unusual producitivity of s vetrallnontr ditiona . -' and
l

,universityuniversity -- centers he concludes, " It would be hard ina
. ,

tachin institution and th ,fle

a more ramatic example' of the p

in the oulding of scientif c,le

\important kind."

ace q the research -c

ible 'center of excelle

dershp of a criticall

\

a

1

.:.

Per aps the most elusive and least well understood idea

in the R&D approach to education 1 prpblems is that we shul
not expect to find's an answerthat is a final answer. It is

\ .

racier an emphasis upon the process of answering. To b ttress

his ssertion thatH'every university should establish a

pro am of research and developme t in the art and science of

teaching," my mentdr and first pr 0 fessor of higher/ education

in the Stanford SCLimol of Educati n, Alvin C. Euich, in
\

,

I
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Reforming American Education, explains that "There are no

fixed answers to pressing questions aboUt human learning and

growth and development. That is why f consider -the innovative

approach the most promising: because' its,essence is the effort.

continuous and unrelenting -- to find; the best possible,

'answers' and then push onto find new and better ones"

(Eurich, 1969) . -

It was pointed out in airecent report.to.the Congress

that"The lab and center kpeople ... live in a\state of excite-

ment partly generated by the fact 'that they a\re close to'the.

scene of action and partly because they are c ose'to.the

sources of knowledge. .It a conjunction of -he' knoWledge

as it is being created wth its app4cation on the scene of

action where it affects he'children, theparen the,teachers

that generat"de-this excitement" (Chas 1971),

I s,

Building upon this excitement and drawing co etructively

on the 'experience of the last decade in R&D, ant Irfident

that we will move on to greater'educLonal achieArenlent in

the decade ahead, not only in the university,' but in\the

educationl system as a' whole, here and abroad.

\
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